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ABSTRACT

Standardintercomect and packagingtechniquesfor MMICS
tend to get more and more dficult at mm-wavefi-equencies
due to the increased influence of discontinuities and toler-
ances, especitdly in conjunction with temperature and her-
metic sealing. To overcome these problems, a novel concept
is proposed based on electromagnetic field coupling for
interconnects and package feed-through elements. First
theoretical and (scaled) experimental results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Whh increasing ftequency, interconnects and packaging of
IvfMK2sbecome more and more difficult.

- Galvanic interconnects from a WC chip to a carrier
substrate include strong low-pass type dkscontinuities due
to bond loops (temperature compensation!) and stray
capacitances. Compensation of these dkcontinuities requires
tight tolerances and, possibly, techniques for adaptive
dimensions of bonding structures.

- Flip-chip mounting of chips /1/ may cause intertierences of
EM fields of the chip with the carrier substrate and degrade
the circuit performance. Furthermore, the realization of heat
sinks for the chips becomes extremely difficult.

- The wall thickness of a package compared to wavelength
can no longer be neglected at mm-wave frequencies, lead-
ing once agai% to strong discontinuities for feed-through
elements. Furthermore, every galvanic feed-through struc-
ture is a potential source of leakage concerning hermetic
Sealiig.

On the other hand, wavelength at mm-wave frequencies,
especially in conjunction with GaA.y or alumina substrates,
becomes rather small. Therefore, electroma~etic coupling
between (typically M4) transmission line segments with
lengths of a fraction of a mm becomes compatible with
MMIcs.
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NOVEL CONCEPT

Based on electromagneticcoupling,a novel concept for in-
terconnects and packagingis proposed @lg. 1). The MMIC
chipsare placedon a co~on carrier substratewhich, at the
same time, acts as an integral part of a package. The mm-
wave signals are coupled contactlessly from the chips to the
carrier while DC and IF signals are connected convention-
ally by bonding across the edge of the chip. A mm-wave
interconnect fkom the interior of the package to the outside,
once agai% can be done by electromagnetic coupling
through the carrier substrate. A seal ring containing feed-
through elements for DC and IF can be soldered flash onto
the carrier substrate. Whh this concept,

- a highly precise and therefore costly step - the bonding -
can be omitted.
. tolerance requirements probably can be reduced, as it is
shown by first investigations.
- the chip intercomect gives a definite capacitive load at low
frequencies, favorable for the stability of FET-circuits.
. the number of feed-through elements into the package is
lower, reducing possible sources of leakage for hermetically
sealed packages.

Metallized frame with
Ground plane DC and IF interconnects
for external (Metal) Cover (soldered to carrier
connections / substrate and cover)

\

Interconnect line bctxveen chips

..-
Ext&mal Electromagnetic Carner substrate as
interconnect line field coupling part of the package

Fk. 1: Principle of the proposed interconnec~packaging
solution for mm-wave monolithic integrated cwcuits
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REALIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
(EM) COUPLING

The principle of EM coupling is based on overlapping lJ4-
sections of transmission lines. This can be done in a number
of ways for different types of transmission lines as it is
shown in Fig. 2 and 3. It includes the transitions from micro-
strip to coplanar line /2/, microstrip-slot-microstrip, or a
direct transition from microstrip to rnicrostnp. The theo-
reticrd computation and design of these structures can be
done with different approaches, e.g. spectral domain method
or mode matching /2/-/5/. In a second step, a small matching
network placed on the carrier substrate is designed.

Microstnp- Microstrip- Microstrip-
copkmar waveguide microstrip

via slot and patch via slot

~ Some possible configurations for interconnects through
a carrter substrate ( from inside to outside of package)

I
Via connections

Microstrip- Microstrip-micro- Microstrip-microstrip
coplamm strip via slot (directly)

~. Some possible configurations for interconnects
from a MIMIC chip to the earner substrate

RESULTS

First electromagnetic coupling arrangements have been
designed and tested in a scaled version, so that the struc-
tures can easily be tested without GaAs technology using
soft substrates. As a first example, a transition from copla-

nar waveguide to microstrip on the opposite side of the
substrate was investigated in detail (see /2/, too). Although
the simple transition as shown in Fig. 2 gave promising
results already, a simple, rather small matching circuit was
added, giving a 50% bandwidth at 15 dB return loss (Fig.
4). Some difficulties occurred with the transition horn
coaxial to cophnar linq therefore, the return loss below
12...15 (03 shows some discrepancies between theory and
experiment. The overall agreement, however, is very good.
One proble~ especially with millimeter waves are
tolerances. Fig. 5 gives variations of the return loss for
laterrd and longitudinal shitls between top and bottom
metallizatio~ showing some, but not really severe afTects on
the performance of the transition.

2 3 “ 4 5 67 8
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~ Theoretical and experimental results of a microstrip-
to-coplanru transition including a matching circuit (scaled
structure, substrate: er=l 1, h=l .27 mm. Microsrnp: w = 2.4
mm {at transition). CPW: w = 2.8 mm, s = 0.8 mm. Overlap-
ping: d = 4.4 mm. Gap: g = 1 mm. ]

Fig, 6 gives first theoretical results - without matching
circuit - for a transition from microstrip on a chip to co-
planar line on a carrier substrate.

Another structure, a transition from rnicrostrip on a chip to
rnicrostrip on a carrier substrate was calculated (see Fig. 3,
structure on the right). This transition requires via holes to
connect the ground planes of the two microstrip lines; this,
however, is done with standard techniques on the carrier
substrate. Once agai% a scaled model on RT duroid material
was designed and tested, in this case without matching
elements. Some difficulties arose with the transition from
coax to micro strip at the rather thick carrier substrat~
nevertheless, a satisfing agreement between calculated and
measured results can be stated (13g. 7). A further improve-
ment will be done, once again, adding some small matching
circuit.
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Fhtrdly, results of a mm-wave transition from microstrip to
waveguide based on a 0.1 mm alumina substrate for the
tnicrostrip circuit and a 0.11 mm quartz substrate for the
patch element in the waveguide are presented in Fig. 8. This
structure was designed in cooperation with DAS& Ulm /6/.
The experimental results include two transitions back to
back, connected by a 21 mm microstrip line. This line
exhibhs already about 1.6 dB of losse$ therefore the loss
per transition amounts to 0.3...0.4 dB only.
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E&@ Theoretical transmission characteristics of a microstriP-
to-CPW transition from a chip to a carrier substrate without
matching ( scaled structure, chip substrate: &r=l1, h=O.635 mm,
W=0.516 mm, carrier substmte: &r=11, h=l .27 mm,w=2 mm,

s=O.6 mm, overlapping 2.7 mm, gap 0.5 mm)
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@& Longitudinal (Ad) and lateral (e)displacement of top
and bottom metallization patterns of the transition according
to Fig. 4.
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CONCLUSION

~ Theoretical and experimental results of a microstrip-
to-mlcrosrnp transition (scaled structure, carrier substrate:
&r= 11, h = 1.27 mm, w = 1.4 mm. Chip substrate: &r= 11,
h = 0.635 mm, w = 1.2 mm. Overlapping: d = 2.4 mm. Gap to
second level ground plane: g = 0.4 mm. )

First scaled and mm-wave results for electromagnetically
coupled transitions between transmission lines in different
substrate planes have been presented. These transitions will
be the basis of a novel concept for MIMIC intercomects
and packaging techniques.
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